If you analyze your
Internet of Things data
in Hadoop…
… you need
SecureSequester

If you analyze your

Your Data Lake is the ideal environment to analyze data you obtain from
Internet of Things (IOT) devices you have employed to

Internet of Things

But…

data in Hadoop

Your Data Lake lacks some of the characteristics you have become
accustomed to in other environments
Descriptive information about the contents of your data lake

you need
SecureSequester

Security characteristics you have become accustomed to
If you have personally identifiable information in your data lake to
better understand who is using your IOT devices, then you have
reputational and regulatory issues that will force you to take action

BigDataRevealed’s SecureSequester employs 3 components

BigDataRevealed
employs three
components to
protect streams
of data made
available by IoT
and other devices
that write in your
data lake

The producer is the management workbench used to configure the
streams that should be interrogated by BigDataRevealed’s
SecureSequester
The patterns in the streams are identified and false positives are
eliminated, leaving what is potentially exposed Personal
Identifiable Information (PII)
The SecureSequester capabilities of BigDataRevealed’s Intelligent
Catalog then go to work to encrypt PII data and sequester the keys
necessary to reveal PII values

The Three Components
1. Producer is used to register
potential streams of information to
BigDataRevealed. Connections are
automatically generated.

2. The SecureSequester
Administrative workbench is used to
define PII patterns and known false
positives. Set Duration and
parameters for the Stream Job.

3. SecureSequester will interrogate
streams as they are introduced to
the data lake, encrypt potential PII,
dispatch alerts for review and
sequester encrypted source data.

I-o-T as easy as 1-2-3
Protection for EU GDPR – US and worldwide Data Protection, Sequester / Encryption
BigDataRevealed employs three components to protect streams of data made available by IOT and other
devices that write in your Data Lake
2. The SecureSequester
3. SecureSequester will interrogate
1. Producer is used to register
Administrative workbench is used to
streams as they are introduced to
potential streams of information to
define PII patterns and known false
the data lake, encrypt potential PII,
BigDataRevealed. Connections are
positives. Set Duration and
dispatch alerts for review and
automatically generated.
parameters for the Stream Job.
sequester encrypted source data.

Cataloguing / Metadata / Columnar Naming

1. Executive Summary of Discovery
Process and Patterns Detected.

2. BigDataRevealed creating
Business Column Classification.

3. Creating the File Headers,
Catalog Info and Collaborative
usage.

Pattern Discovery of Private Data then Sequester / Encrypt
Protection for EU GDPR

1. View File/Column where Personal
Data or Discovered Data was found
and select Sequester

2. Select individual columns by data
type to Encrypt, or select entire file
to Encrypt. Then Run Process.

3. View the results of what Columns
or if the entire file is encrypted by
seeing the actual data.

Pattern Discovery of Private Data then Consolidate into one Folder for further Analysis and Remediation

1. View File/Column where Personal
Data or Discovered Sensitive Data
was found and select Sequester /
Encrypt the sensitive data.

2. Select files to be copied into a
new folder containing like data for
further analytics, and remediation.

3. View the results of files that
where written into the New Folder
as per number 2.

GDPR, or the General Data Protection Regulations, mandate you to have your data house in order if you
plan on doing business in Europe. Similar regulations can be expected in the USA.
Your data lake, which makes analysis of data from IOT and other sources, leaves gaping holes which make
compliance difficult. Luckily, we at BigDataRevealed have an easy to implement solution to fill the gaps.
For more information, email info@bigdatarevealed.com 847-791-7838

